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NEW SEASON SYNOPSIS
EPISODE 1 – THE END OF PEACE
Pim, Pop and Pam are hiding behind a tree. T Rex is looking for something. T Rex heard Pops’ voice
but suddenly Lilu, Badong, Mek and Tonjoi run from behind a tree screaming. T Rex runs after them.
The other two T Rex also chase them. Suddenly more dinosaurs are coming from their hideout. It
turns to be a chaotic situation when the dinosaurs are running everywhere while T Rexs are chasing
them.
Grandpa Pam tells Pim and Pop that the forest is no longer safe for them. Pim and Pop looks for their
friends while Pam look for cikgu Latifah. Lilu , Badong , Mek and Tonjoi are being chased by T Rex 1 ,
Mek fell and Tonjoi come to the rescue. Lilu and Badong are impressed by Tonjois’ bravery. Mek
escape but Tonjoi is caught by T Rex. Pop and Pim went to meet Lilu , Badong and Mek to ask them
to follow. Lilu tell Pim about Tonjoi. Pim is sad but Pop assure him that T Rex won’t eat Tonjoi .
Latipah is looking scared, Pam come and call her, Latipah and Pam run towards each other in a slow
motion romantic mood Pam when suddenly T Rex whips his tail on Latipah. T Rex took Latipah away.
Pam was unconscious until Pim, Pop and the others found him. Pam cried over Latipah but tells the
kids that they must travel to a new place to survive.
Pam shows them a map to a valley call the enchanted Valley. They start their journey to their new
home.

EPISODE 2 – ENCHANTED VALLEY
Their journey to the enchanted valley takes a long tiring walk especially for Mek and Lilu. Grandpa
Pam looks into the map and saw the sign of three peak hill just like the one in front of them. After
struggling to climb the hill, they managed to get on top and saw a beautiful valley beneath them. It is
the enchanted valley.

From afar they can see Long Neck dinosaurs in the water and other big

dinosaurs wandering around.
Pam, Pim, Pop, Badong, Lilu and Mek walk and look at their new home. Badong is hungry so Pop set
a trap. He catches something so they all eat. Suddenly Pim is missing from their group. They all went
to find Pim when a trap catches Mek. Pam blame Pop for setting a trap there but pop said he only set
one trap. They wonder who set the trap, but then their questions were answered when they see two
cavemen coming to look at their trap. They are frustrated because they only managed to catch a
tortoise. While they blame each other, Mek get away. They chase after Mek and they were surprise to

see Pam and the others hiding behind a tree. Pam and the others managed to escape. Pam and the
others plan to walk away when they heard Pims’ voice. When they meet Pim, they were surprise to
see that the cavemen have already built their village there.

EPISODE 3 -TONJOI???
Pam brings Pim, Pop, Badong , Lilu and Mek to school at their new home. But they only see one
dinosaur there which is the teacher Cikgu Mona. Atuk Pam fell for Cikgu Mona. Pim and Pop are
happy because Pan has met his new love to replace Cikgu Latipah. Cikgu Mona tell them that there is
only two students in her class which is Adik the young Long Neck and a dinosaur who looks exactly
like Tonjoi , named Bonjoi.
Cikgu Mona gives them an assignment to set trap. After all the kids gone, Atuk Pam stands outside
with a flower for Cikgu Mona. Cikgu Mona looks embarrassed. Pop and Pim meets with Bonjoi. They
try to mingle with Bonjoi but he act arrogant. Pim and Pop are amazed how Tonjoi and Bonjoi are
behaving so much alike. They all made their own trap but Bonjoi was the trap in the hole made by
Badong and almost gets caught by Badong. Pim come to the rescue and in the end they turn to be
best friends.

EPISODE 4 - APOPOT VS UMBOGO
Apopot and Umbogo are assigned as the food committee by the chieftain to find food. Umbogo
suggest that they try to plant their own vegetables and breed their own animals. Meanwhile Apopot still
thinks that hunting is the best way to find food. The chieftain suggests that both of them compete to
see which method is better and can get more food within a month. Umbogo ask for Pim and Pops’
help. Pim and Pop agree to help Umbogo because this will also help the dinosaur from being the
victim of the cavemen. In the same time Apopot is busy collecting cavemen to help him set traps. But
all the traps were destroyed by Pim a nd his friends. Umbogo have started his farm but he face
problems to get animals to breed.
Apopot and his friends try to trap Lilu, Badong and Mek, but they were scared when Adik and his
father come to rescue them. A month gone by but Umbogos’ crops was destroyed by a passing by
Long Neck. Apopot is also unsuccessful because all his traps are destroyed. The chieftain decides
that both of them cannot lead because of their carelessness. The chieftain decided to elect Bongo as

their new food committee.
EPISODE 5 – WHOSE FAULT IS IT?
Megawus and his wife went to enchanted valley to look for Tonjoi but they were shock to hear that
Tonjoi was captured by T Rex. Megawus blame Pam for being careless in taking care of his son
Tonjoi. Pam explains that T Rex attacks them and in the chaos they cannot do anything. Megawus
wonders why T Rex attacks the village. Umbogo tell Pim about the attack by T Rex. Umbogo tell them
that before the attack, he, Apopot, Chief and Bongo went far away from their village to find food
because their traps fail to catch anything near their village. While them setting the trap they saw a
baby T Rex and try to catch it. Umbogo advised them not to but they refuse to listen.
When Apopot caught the baby T Rex, its’ mother screamed and soon T Rex comes towards them. The
baby T Rex was injured and this angered t Rex, thus it come with its’ mates to the village to take
revenge. Megawus and his wife feels sad about loosing Tonjoi but when they see Bonjoi they turn
happy because Bonjoi is actually the long lost twin of Tonjoi.

EPISODE 6 - THE FOGGY LAKE
Pop, Pim, Lilu, Mek, Badong, Adik and Bonjoi gather together after class. Mek tell them a scary story
about a mysterious lake. But according to the story the lake is very beautiful. Pim is curious to know
what the lake posses and Pop agrees. Bonjoi feels scared but when Mek tease him he act brave.
They went to the lake and witness its beauty but the silence scares them. Bonjoi try to act brave but
when Pim comes out wearing bones and skeleton, Bonjoi is the one who scared the most. When Pim
show them that its’ him, Bonjoi try to act brave again. The lake turn dark and foggy and later they see
bones scattered at the lakeside. They also smells something nice but scary. Suddenly they saw a
frightening thing coming towards them. They all ran back without knowing it was Adik having his head
stuck in a skeleton. They tell
the story to Pam but later Mona tell them that actually the lake is foggy because of the underwater
volcano and smells comes from the acid release by the fog.

EPISODE 7 – A BOUQUET FOR MONA
Granpa Pam as Pim and Pop to help him gives a flower bouquet to Miss Mona. Pop knows that Pam

likes Mona and want to help him. Pop take good care of the flowers but a couple of bee notice the
flower and want it Pop and Pim journey to school turn into a chalengging trip to protect the flower from
the bees. Finally they manage to held back the bees but the flower are dry and the bouquet is not as
beautiful as before. Pop gives the bouquet to Mona . Mona feels embarassed but she accept the
bouquet , all the kids cry in joy.

EPISODE 8 – BEAUTIFUL MISS MONA
Pim and Pop heard chaotic noise coming from the cavemen village. It seems that the cavemen are
having a feast. They sing and scream while the women colored their lips red and their faces white.
Pim decided to investigate how their lips turned red and their faces turn white. Pim see a woman
caveman wearing something red on her lips and putting something white on her face.The woman is
shock to see Pim and Pop. Pim manage to take the color they used. Pim show the color to his friends.
Bonjoi try on the color and feel that he looks good with it. But all the animals that see him are scared
of him. Bojoi feels that they are jealous of him.

Pam tells Mona about the colors that Pim found and the way the caveman woman use it. Mona seems
very interested. Mona tries on the colors and she think she look more beautiful with it but then
understand that she actually look scary when Pam faint upon seeing her.

EPISODE 9 - ADIK’S HURT HIS NECK
Adik tells his parents that his neck hurt because he has to bend down because his teacher and all his
classmates are short. Adik feels that his long neck is a burden and feels inferior with his heights.
Bonjoi as usual is the one who loves to tease Adik height and this make thing worst. Pim and Pop try
to explain to him that everybody have advantage and disadvantages. The next day while they were
walking along a river, Bonjoi fells into the river and almost drown. Luckily Adiks’ long neck proves to
handy and managed to save him. Bonjoi regret action and apologize to Adik for making fun of his
height and long neck. Miss Mona decides to do most of her class outdoor so that Adik won’t have to
bend down again. Adik is now proud of his long neck and his species.

EPISODE 10 – CAVEMAN’S FIESTA
Umbogo and Apopot are given the responsibility by the villagers to call the entire caveman from the
other tribe for a fiesta to celebrate their new village. Other than inviting the entire guest, Apopot and
Umbogo also assigned to find animals for their food. Pim meet Umbogo and Apopot and heard their
conversation. Pim find his friends and tells them about the cavemans’ plan. Umbogo and Apopot fail to
catch any animals because of their carelessness. All the guest have arrived and all of them look at
Umbogo and Apopot who come back empty handed. The villagers have already put a big pot on the
fire preparing for the animals that Umbogo and Apopot supposed to bring home. Umbogo and Apopot
run in fear because the villagers look at them with an angry mood and chase after them.

EPISODE 11 - WHO IS PIM AND POP PARENTS?
Adik shares picture of him when he was a baby to Pim, Pop and the others. Badong , Mek and Lilu
also tell their memories with their parents. Pim and Pop look at each other with a sad face because
only the two of them who don’t know who are their real parents. Pam explains to them that he himself
never know who their real parents are. Then they heard Uncle Monster voice asking Pim and Pop
what is their problem. Later they meet Umbogo who is one of the earliest people to meet them after
they hatch. Umbogo tells them that before he met them, he saw two pteranodon flying over. Pim and
Pop decided to meet the Pteranodon clerk so they climb the back of two pteranodon. They meet the
clerk and the clerk explains that they don’t know their real parents but they were ask to bring them
there because their original home is in danger. Pim and Pop now understand that they were not
unwanted but their parents are just saving them from harm. The clerk tells them that they are very
lucky to have a step grandfather because most of the baby they sent is lonely or eaten by predators.

EPISODE 12 – POPS’ BABY
Pim, Pop and Pop heard a baby cry and then see a human baby hanging to a branch and almost fell
from a cliff. Pop save the baby .Then they find out that the baby cannot speak yet. They discuss and
plan to send the baby back to caveman village but the baby keep on crying. They took the baby home
and find out that the baby likes Pop very much. Meanwhile at the caveman village everybody is
searching the missing baby. A team lead by Umbogo is set to find the baby.

Pop have to take care of the baby. Pop hate the baby for clinging on to him but he is worried when
Mona took the baby for a while.Then Pop realize that he start to like the baby. The dinosaurs heard
that there are groups of caveman looking for the baby.
They eventually captured Badong, and in the effort to save Badong they have to agree with Pams’
idea to return the baby in exchange for the baby. Pop has to give the baby up although he feels very
sad.

EPISODE 13 – THE REAL TREASURE

Pim find a map in an old box hidden in the bush while he and his friends are playing hide and seek.
The map shows a way to a priceless treasure. In the class Mona tell the class about priceless treasure
and want them to tell her what it is at the next class. Pim tells Pop of his findings. They then tell
Bonjoi , Mek , Badong and Lilu about it. But Adik is not there because he went to home to help his
father pick leaves for dinner. Pim, Pop and Bonjoi go to find the treasure. They have to walk pass the
caveman village. It turns chaotic when the caveman saw them.
Bonjoi caught by a trap. Meanwhile Adik finish helping his father and look for his box. He is surprised
to find the map inside his box is missing. He then ask Mek about it and Mek tell her that Pim took the
map. Pim and Pop manage to help Bonjoi and continue their journey but when they find the place,
they were surprised to find that the place is actually a place with many tree and very beautiful view.
Adik then tell them that because he eats young leaves so that place is the priceless treasure for him.
The next day, Mona tells Pim and Pop that the priceless treasure is the wealth and beauty of nature.

